Optoma Home
Cinema
Projector
Embrace the huge-screen cinematic experience with
the affordable 3,600 lumens Optoma HD146X 1080p
home theater projector. The excellent colour
reproduction and high-quality 25,000:1 contrast ratio
ensures images up to 301-inches look incredible for
unmatched immersion for movies and gaming. Bright
3,600 lumens with 25,000:1 contrast ratio Full HD
1080p resolution Enhanced Gaming Mode brings
lightning-fast input response for competitive gaming
Game Display Mode enhances shadows and dark
scenes for better playability HDMI-Link support
simplifies control of connected HDMI devices and video
sources Outstanding lamp life up to 15,000 hours
(Dynamic) reduces overall cost of ownership. DLP
Technology® DLP® (Digital Light Processing) is a
proprietary technology from Texas Instruments™ that
offers digital projection with higher contrast, faster
response time, good pixel structure and virtually no
color degradation. Enhanced Gaming Mode Gaming
Mode optimises the projector for lightning fast response
times. Signal Power On The projector powers on when
it receives a signal through the HDMI input. This
ensures the projector is turned on at the same time as
the source device. Full HD 1080p 1080p (1920×1080)
resolution renders sharp and detailed images from HD
content without downscaling or compression, which is
perfect for movies, TV shows and gaming. ISF Modes
This feature allows you to save your calibrated day and
night mode settings for the ideal viewing experience.
Amazing Colour Our projectors are capable of
reproducing the Rec.709 color gamut, the international
HDTV standard to guarantee accurate reproduction of
cinematic colour exactly as the director intended. HDMI
Link HDMI Link lets you to turn on and off two or more
HDMI-CEC capable devices using a single remote

control. Full 3D Display true 3D content from almost any
3D source, including 3D Blu-ray Disc™ players, 3D
broadcasting, and the latest-generation game consoles.
Support for 144Hz rapid-refresh rate provides ultrasmooth flicker-free images. 3D content can be viewed
with DLP Link active shutter 3D glasses when projector
is used with a compatible 3D player. DLP link 3D
glasses sold separately. Dynamic Black Technology
This feature gives more depth to your image by
smoothly adjusting the lamp output to create a stunning
high contrast ratio. Bright scenes appear crisp and
clear, while dark scenes remain detailed with deep
blacks and exceptional light and shade detail. Long
Lamp Life Save time and money with long lamp life.
Reducing the amount of lamp changes results in less
downtime and lower maintenance costs for lower total
cost of ownership.
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Connections

1x HDMI
Connections

3.5mm Audio Out
1x USB Port
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